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• Hungary: Direct Consumer Benefits from GVH’s Activities: a lucrative Investment for Tax-
Payers 

The Hungarian Competition Authority (Gazdasági Versenyhivatal – GVH) has quantified – at least in 
part – the benefits of its activities for economy and society, in other words the financial advantage for 
consumers. The results of this exercise were published on 20 May 2014.

The result shows that consumers saved at least HUF 58 000 000 000 measured in relation to 2013 prices 
(approximately € 200 000 0000) thanks to the GVH’s competition supervision proceedings concluded 
between 2008 and 2012 in the field of agreements restricting competition, abuse of dominance, and 
mergers.

The gain is more than four times higher than the total GVH budget during the same period. 

The impact assessment is based on the assumption that without the intervention of the GVH the goods 
and services concerned would have been more expensive. The benefits gained from the activities of the 
GVH thus equal the amount of prevented harmful effects that would have occurred without the GVH’s 
activities. 

For the quantification of benefits, the GVH applied a framework developed and used by leading foreign 
competition authorities world-wide and which uses conservative estimation methods. Recently the 
OECD published a guide on the same topic (Guide for helping competition authorities assess the expected 
impact of their activities), summing up international best practices. Along these lines, for each proceeding 
taken into account in the assessment, the annual turnover affected by the anti-competitive conduct or 
the anti-competitive effects of the merger were multiplied by the expected ratio of price rise and by its 
expected duration. Where case-specific information on the ratio of the price increase and its duration 
were not available, default values were used (10% and 5% price increases for restrictive practices and for 
mergers respectively and two years for all types of conduct). This method is relatively easy to adapt and 
it provides an overview, rather than focusing on one or two cases. 

The impact assessment takes into account only direct benefits without having regard to – among other 
things – the gains achieved through consumer protection proceedings, the deterrent effect of proceedings, 
or the more widely interpreted gains, such as the competitiveness-enhancing effect of competition. 

The methodology was reviewed by the researchers of the Institute of Economics CRES of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences. They found that the calculations of the GVH are in line with international best 
practices. 

See press release (in English).
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http://www.oecd.org/competition/guide-impact-assessment-competition-activities.htm
http://www.oecd.org/competition/guide-impact-assessment-competition-activities.htm
http://www.gvh.hu/en/press_room/press_releases/press_releases_2014/direct_consumer_gains_from_gvh_s_activities_a_luc.html
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